Introduction
In lemmas and theorems presented in this paper the real Banach space X will be considered with a semi-inner product, defined as follows [3] , [4] . It is not difficult to prove the following lemma. Proof. Let C denote such positive constant that the inequality (1) is fulfilled. Then (6) (Dh(0)g,g)>C\\g\\ 2 for every g £ X.
LEMMA 1. If h, : Bp -> X is a regular mapping (in zero), then for every a G (0, C) there exists a constant r G (0, p) such that Cauchy problem (2) -v{t,x) = -h{v{t,x)), v(0,x) = x has in the domain [0, oo) x Br exactly one continuously differentiable solution v = v(t,x), having the properties
Since h is a regular mapping of class C 2 , we have Dh(y) = Dh(0) + r(y), where lim \\r{y)\\ = 0.
y->0
Therefore for every ¡3 G (0, C) there exists such r € (0, p), that (7) \\r(y)\\ <C-(3 for y G Bf .
From (6), (7) and the Schwarz inequality for semi-inner product we obtain (8) (Dh(y)g,g)>C\\g\\ 2 -\\r(y)\\\\9\\ 2 >m 2 for y 6 Bf, for every g G X and for ¡3 G (0, C).
The function v = v(t,x) for t 6 [0, oo) and x 6 Br fulfills the equations
-v(t, x) = -h(v(t, x)), x) = x.
Differentiating the above equations with respect to x at the point u £ Br and considering Theorem 29 in [8] and Theorem IX.5' in [6] we obtain is continuously differentiate on [0,oo). Therefore the function ||p(-,s,u)|| is absolutely continuous on every interval [0, r] ( [5] p. 172) and so almost every differentiable on [0, oo). By Lemma 1.3 in [2] we have -\\g(t,x,u)\\ 2 = -2(Dh(v(t,x))g(t,x,u),g(t,x,u))
for almost every t G [0, oo). Fix now /3 e (0, C) and denote r = min{r, f). By Lemma 1, v(t, x) € Br if x € Br. It follows from the inequality (8) that particular for g = g(t, x, u) we have (Dh(v(t, x))g(t, x,u), g(t,x,u)) > (3\\g(t,x,u)\\ 2 for almost every t G [0, oo) and x,u G Bf. A function v satisfying the problem (2) will be called in this paper a natural transformation generated by the mapping h. EXAMPLE 
Consider the mapping h :
is the natural transformation generalized by h. Since the symmetric matrix Dh{ 0) = has the eigenvalues Ai = 4, A 2 = 9, the inequality (1) takes the form
where y\, y 2 are the coordinates of the vector y G M 2 in the normed ortogonal base composed of the eigenvectors. Consequently C = 4. This is easy to verify that |Hi,x)|| 2 -||x|| 2 e -8t = ie" 18t (l -e 10t )(2xi -x 2 ) 2 < 0. 0 Therefore ||v(i,x)|| < ||x||e-4t < ||x||e" We can use in Definition 2 the natural transformation generated by the regular mapping h (for t > 0), since 
COROLLARY 1. If the mapping f : U -*Y is differentiable at a point x E U, then there exists a derivative of a function f in a direction of mapping h at a point XEU and the following equality is true (VH)f(x) = Df(x)h(x).
Proof. Since / is differentiable, we have
for XEU. t=o Consequently, by Definition 2, we obtain the thesis. •
COROLLARY 2. The directional derivative from Definition 2 is equivalent to the ordinary derivative in the case of constant h and v having the form v(t, x) = x -th for t E {-to, to) and x EU.

COROLLARY 3. Let h : Bp -> X, with Bp c X, be a regular mapping. Moreover, let C > 0, r E (0, p) be such constants that the inequalities (1), (3) hold. If there exists a derivative of a function f in a direction of the mapping h in Bp then
Q (Vh)f(v(t, x)) = x)) for t E [0, oo), x 6 Br.
Proof. Let v = v(t,x), for t G [0,oo) and x € Br, be a natural transformation generated by a mapping h. By Lemma 1, we have v(to,v(t,x)) -v(to +1, x) for t, to E [0, oo), x E Br\ hence
Q¡f(v(t,x)) t=t0 -f(v(t + to,x)) t=0 ft -f(v(t,v(to,x)))
From Lemma 1 it follows that the inequality ||v(io, x ) to E [0, oo),x E Br. Consequently, t=o < e~a to 11x11 holds for Proof. Let t\ = min(ri, pi). By (11) and according to the form of the mapping A, any function / G BP2 C C(BTl, Y) fulfills the following inequalities
for t E [0,00), x € BTl. Therefore for both forms of the mapping A we have
1) A = a -||i 4|| from the inequality (13); 2) A = a + a from the inequality (13').
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Let / E C(B Tl ,Y) be the solution of the problem (10). By Lemma IX.7, from [6] and Corollary 3 we get the equality
which, together with the initial condition v(0, x) = x, is equivalent to t 
for t € [0,oo), x € B Tl . Therefore, by (12), for t = 0 we have 
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We shall prove that S is a contraction. Let /i,/2 € Bp 2 C 
C(B r ,Y). Then from the assumption (ii) we have
\\S(h)(x)-S(f 2 )(x)\\<^
(a + a)^) (where a,r\ denote constants from Assumption 1). The problem (10) has exactly one solution f in the ball B-P2 C C(B T3 ,Y). This solution is in C?'
1^, T).
Proof. Let us denote t\ = min(ri,pi). From (i), (ii) it follows that for every function / E Bp 2 C C(B Tl , Y) the inequalities (17) \\e-*F(v(t,x),f(v(t,x)))\\ < (^ +L||/( V (i,x))||)e-( a+a ) t ||x|| hold for t E [0,00), x E B T .
The analysis similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3 (when (17) replaces (14) 
a + a
In the case of K\ ^ 0 and 0 < ^ < Kl^2+L , with a^ 0, we have In order to prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the equation (12), using the Banach fixed point theorem, consider the mapping S on the closed ball B* C C^{B T 
